ConvergenceTP’s Integration Framework
ConvergenceTP (C2P) is the market leader for
bringing metadata from any TCP/IP enabled
device seamlessly into any Video Management
System (VMS). C2P has developed an Open
Platform Integration Framework which allows
the C2P solution to normalize all TCP/IP
metadata received at the edge of the network
into a common integration framework. This
highly innovative concept has absolutely
changed how security professionals look at
device integrations within their security
environment.
By normalizing all metadata at the edge of the
network the VMS Client then becomes the headend for monitoring all TCP/IP connected sensors
and devices, while also ensuring all metadata is
stored time synchronized with the VMS video.
The common integration framework provides the user with a combined set of both real-time and forensic analysis tools
for all their TCP/IP device integrations.
The C2P Advantage:
 C2P offers the most comprehensive POS loss prevention tools in the VMS space.
 Outperforms its competitors in search capabilities, cost and ease of use.
 Provides user friendly interface to search using drop down menus containing keywords coming in from the IP
device to find events and bring up its associated video.
 One click of a button brings up event data and video to the client.
 C2P’s Procedure Manager allows user created customized messages to come up on-screen when customer
defined rules have been satisfied.
 Multiple text viewing options – Text from IP device can be placed side by side or text overlay on the client.
 C2P’s Pop-Up Alert Manager is used when urgent events have occurred and security needs immediate
notification.
 User can run Audit Investigations based on user defined rules associated with suspicious activity.

C2P Product Integrations with the following companies:
Point of Sale: ………………………… NCR, Micros, POSitouch, LOC, IBM_RMS, Agilysis, Xpient.
Access Control: ……………………... Axis, Blue Access, DMP, Identicard, Isonas PA, Keri Systems,
RBH, ZKAccess, DSX, KeyScan.
License Plate Recognition:……… ELSAG, HTS, Inex-Tech, Intrada, Mango, Neural Labs, PlateSmart, Vigilant Solutions.
Asset Tracking: ………………………. DHL, SEUR Barcode, Tyco – Elpas (RFID), Generic Barcode Readers.
Weigh Stations………………………… iWeigh.
Facial Recognition:……………….... CyberExtruder, fst Biometrics.
Banking: …………………………….…… Diebold, Fiserv.
Internet of Things (IoT) / PLC Controllers:……..Wonderware, Hikivision, Axis, Advantech, Domore, Omron.
C2P / VMS Integrations with…………OnSSI, Milestone, Mirasys, IPVideo, Vicon, Digifort, Pelco, Salient Systems
For additional information or to schedule a product demonstration webinar, call: (800) 252- 6840 x 704
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